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EDITOR’S VOICE 
CAMPUS IMAGES 

Cheers, QUFA! 

Robert G. May 

QUFA Members enjoy a QUFA Pub event at the Grad Club. Come join us! 
Please see page 11 for a schedule of QUFA Pub dates this term.  
 
Please send your own original campus images to mayr@post.queensu.ca. 

Happy First 
Anniversary, QUFA 
Voices 
 
By Robert G. May 
Editor, QUFA Voices 

 
On 1 February 2006, the 
inaugural number of 
QUFA Voices appeared in
QUFA members’ inbo
and on faculty notice 

boards across campus. One year 
later, QUFA Voices has become the 
most important independent sour
news and information about the 
Queen’s University Faculty 
Association, its activities, its people, 
and its hard work on behalf of its 
Membership. 
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Queen’s University Faculty 
Association, its activities, its people, 
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It seems only appropriate, therefore, 
at this first of what we hope will be 
many milestones for QUFA Voices, to 

It seems only appropriate, therefore, 
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many milestones for QUFA Voices, to 
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take a look back at your QUFA 
newsletter, its development, the ideas 
to which it has given a voice, and the 
many QUFA Members and 
contributors who are making a 
difference here at Queen’s University 
by using QUFA Voices as a conduit 
of communication and as a site for 
the free exchange of ideas between 
Members. 
 
February 2006 
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The first number 
of QUFA Voices 
focused on 
performance 
indicators and 
their inherent 
limitations as an 
accurate 
measure of the 
quality or 

effectiveness of college and 
university faculty members and their 
teaching. Elizabeth Greene’s 
informative review of William Bruneau 
and Donald C. Savage’s Counting 
Out the Scholars: The Case Against 
Performance Indicators in Higher 
Education and Susan Wilcox’s 
insightful article about “Challenging 
Our Students’ Assumptions” 
contextualised the controversial issue 
of performance indicators brilliantly, 
and these items provided QUFA 
Members with much food for thought. 
The sometimes ineffective or 
potentially unfair use by colleges and 
universities of performance indicators 
(such as, at Queen’s, USAT 
(University Survey of Student 
Assessment of Teaching) or its 
predecessor QUEST (Queen’s 
University Evaluation System for 
Teaching and Courses)) is but one of 
many important issues that QUFA as 
a union must address, a reality that 
Richard Day articulated most 
powerfully in his lead article, “Why 
QUFA Voices?”: 
 

We must deal with many 
important issues that relate to our 
academic and financial interests 
in this institution and that are 

relevant to our participation in 
broader communities. As a union, 
the core of QUFA’s mandate is to 
improve working conditions for 
our members, to fight for 
increased salaries and benefits 
and for better equity and 
accessibility provisions. This 
clearly constitutes what some 
might refer to as our “core 
business.” 

 
The inaugural number of the 
newsletter also included the first of 
John Holmes’s President’s Reports, 
in which he provided a potted history 
of QUFA and reviewed the union’s 
most recent strides towards improving 
the professional life of its Members. 
 
March 2006 

 
The second 
number of 
QUFA Voices, 
which came out 
in March 2006, 
focused on the 
state of 
academic 
freedom in 
Canadian 

colleges and universities. William 
Egnatoff’s thorough review of Nancy 
Olivieri and Brenda Gallie’s startling 
QUFA Lecture on Academic 
Freedom, “Defending Academic 
Freedom for Clinical Faculty,” and 
Karen Rudie’s reflective article on 
“How to Be an Engineering Professor 
Yesterday” provided a much-needed 
wake-up call to any reader or QUFA 
Member who takes his or her 
academic freedoms for granted. 
Academic freedom is just one area 
QUFA works hard to defend, 
especially for its particularly 
vulnerable sessional adjunct 
members, as strongly articulated by 
the lead article, “The Status of 
Sessional Adjuncts”: 
 

The working conditions of many 
Sessional Adjuncts are 
notoriously bad. They receive low 
pay (an hourly rate that is less 

than graduate students), no 
benefits, poor institutional 
support, and no job security (not 
knowing from term to term 
whether they will be bumped by 
other faculty or graduate students 
or whether their course will be 
cancelled). Their appointments 
are often last minute with little 
preparation time, and they are 
often asked by colleagues and 
students to “volunteer” for 
additional duties without 
compensation. Yet they often 
have the same academic 
qualifications as full-time faculty, 
and students expect them to 
meet the same high standard of 
performance. This treatment of 
Sessional Adjuncts is long 
standing and is not driven by any 
genuine need of the University. 

 
The article went on to detail the new 
collective agreement for sessional 
adjunct QUFA Members the 
University and QUFA were then 
negotiating. QUFA Members knew 
they could turn to QUFA Voices for 
the most up-to-date bargaining 
updates and information. 
 
August 2006 

The third 
number of 
QUFA Voices 
arrived in 
August 2006, 
just when 
collective 
bargaining for 
the new SABU 
(Sessional 

Adjuncts Bargaining Unit) contract 
had concluded. John Holmes’s 
President’s Report and the first QUFA 
Voices “FYI” column detailed the new 
SABU contract and reviewed its many 
changes, features, and 
enhancements. The first QUFA 
Voices “FAQ” column provided 
succinct and helpful answers to 
frequently asked questions about the 
new collective agreement. The first 
QUFA Voices “On the Web” column 
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 review of Helen Tiffin’s QUFA 
 
, 

unveiled the newly redesigned QUFA 
Web site (www.qufa.ca) and 
showcased QUFA’s bright new visual 
identity. At only four pages, the 
August 2006 number of QUFA Voices 
was the shortest so far, but it was 
nevertheless packed with helpful 
information for QUFA Members in 
SABU about their new collective 
agreement. 
 
September 2006 

 
The fourth 
number of 
QUFA Voices, a 
special 
“Welcome Back 
Issue,” came o
in Sept
2006 to mark
the beginning o
the current 

academic year. Renewal was on 
everyone’s mind at QUFA, since 
collective bargaining on the new 
SABU contract had just concl
and many QUFA Executive a
Council members had recently 
returned from a springtime retreat 
where they brainstormed ways to 
make QUFA an even stronger and 
more effective association for its 
Membership. In his President’s 
Column entitled “New Year, Renewed 
QUFA,” John Holmes put it this way: 
 

The upcoming academic year 
represents the first year since 
1995 that the Association will not 
be involved in either collective 
bargaining or certification drives. 
Thus, it provides the opportunity 
to focus on the renewal and 
revitalization of the Association 
through education and outreach 
to the general membership. In 
late May, we held a one-day 
retreat attended by members of 
the QUFA Executive and Council 
and other volunteers. The 
purpose of the retreat was to 
begin the process of envisioning 
new ways to reach out to 
members to increase active 
interest and participation in the 

Association. The retreat 
generated many good ideas, 
some of which will begin to be 
implemented this fall. Of the 
many issues that are important to 
our members, we have decided 
to focus initially on two: the ever 
increasing workload expected of 
faculty; and academic freedom, 
broadly construed. 

 
Wendy Pentland’s article on 
academic coaching was the first 
QUFA Voices “QUFA People” 
column, which showcases how 
different QUFA members are 
contributing to the Queen’s 
community in many unique and 
different ways. 
 
October 2006 
 

The fifth number 
of QUFA Voices 
appeared in 
October 2006 
and was 
devoted to 
workload is
Of particula
note was Joyce
Davidson’s 

article on the establishme
QUFA-PACC (Queen’s Universit
Faculty Association Political A
and Communications Committee
subcommittee that will focus solely
workload issues affecting QUFA 
Members: 
 

feeling the pressure of increa
expectations around teaching and
supervision; recent years have 
seen a particularly marked 
increase in student/faculty r
and it seems likely that graduate 
student loads will continue to 
climb in coming years. Increas
student demands and 
expectations around fa
availability add to the obvious
pressures associated with 
managing larger classes. (M
of us feel that there are 
qualitative--not just quan

differences when we try to 
engage with a class that ha
doubled in size.) There are 
widespread concerns among
faculty that too little is being do
to address these issues, and 
many are alarmed by the lack 
full-time faculty hires to replace 
those who have left or retired. 
 

views of its Membership on the iss
of workload, and the workload 
subcommittee will soon report it
findings and proposals in a future 
number of QUFA Voices. 
 
A
University Symposium on Student 
Identity encouraged QUFA Membe
to join students in reconsidering anew 
several aspects of the Queen’s 
experience such as apathy, dive
quality of education, tuition, 
sustainability, town-gown rela
and the elusive “Queen’s Identity.” 
 
D
 

T
number of 
QUFA Voice
arrived in 
December 
Easily the 
lengthiest 
number of 
newsletter so fa
at twelve pages, 
wing with 

informative and entertaining artic
on topics as diverse as the Henry 
Report, Comprehensive 
Examinations, the results o
SABU online survey, students wh
observe religious holy days, and the
Faculty Recruitment and Support 
Program.  
 

this issue was overflo

A
Lecture broached once again the
crucial issue of academic freedom
this time from a transatlantic 
perspective: 
 

http://www.qufa.ca/
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Because of the [Australian prime 
minister John] Howard 
government’s shift in funding 
away from university departments 
and towards Centres of 
Excellence (which often function 
independently of the University), 
non-experts are fast becoming 
the arbiters of what are or are not 
“relevant” fields of research [in 
Australia]. Experts in the 
humanities, social sciences, and 
other curiosity-based disciplines 
consequently find it difficult to 
persuade the general public that 
their own research matters, since 
it is often more arcane in focus 
and it usually produces fewer 
tangible and immediate rewards 
than research in engineering, 
biotech, computer technology, 
and other applied (i.e., “money-
making”) disciplines. Curiosity-
based researchers begin to feel 
as if they need to alter the focus 
of their research to something 
more palatable or accessible to 
the public if they wish to secure 
any funding at all. 
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Read It Again: the QUFA Web Site! 
 

If you wish 
to reread a 
previous 
number of 
QUFA 
Voices, or 
if you 

missed any of these past numbers 
and wish to read them for the first 
time, you will always be able to find 
them on the QUFA Web site 
(www.qufa.ca) under “Publications.” 
 
We at QUFA Voices wish to thank the 
many QUFA Members who have 
contributed articles, letters, ideas, 
opinion pieces, and other materials to 
QUFA Voices over the past year. We 
would also like to extend a very warm 
welcome to potential new contributors 
this coming year. 
 
Robert G. May can be reached at 
mayr@post.queensu.ca. 

PRESIDENT’S VOICE 

QUFA Joint 
Committees 
Continue Their 
Work for 
Membership 
 
By John Holmes 
President, QUFA 

 
In addition to our staff 
helping members address 
individual issues and 
problems that continue to 
arise day-to-day, there 

are several major issues that various 
QUFA committees are working on. 
 
There are three joint QUFA 
administration committees currently at 
work. 
 
Amalgamation 
 
First, I want to highlight the joint 
committee established during 
Sessional Adjunct bargaining in 2006, 
which recently began to meet to 
explore the possibility of 
amalgamating the two existing QUFA 
bargaining units (the unit representing 
full-time faculty, librarians, and 
archivists (FLABU) and the unit 
representing Sessional Adjuncts 
(SABU)). From the time that SABU 
was organized, QUFA has argued 
that the eventual amalgamation of the 
two units would make a lot of sense. 
In universities across Canada, it is 
not unusual for contract academic 
staff to be in a different bargaining 
unit than full-time continuing 
academic staff. However, in many 
cases, they are represented by a 
different union (e.g., CUPE). 
Furthermore, QUFA is probably 
unique in having contract academic 
staff in both bargaining units, since 
Term Adjuncts and Continuing 
Adjuncts are included in FLABU. 

Some of our members move between 
the two bargaining units depending 
on their course teaching load in a 
particular year. From QUFA’s 
perspective, amalgamation would 
allow for greater fairness and equal 
treatment across the board for our 
members. It would also permit a more 
efficient approach to bargaining and 
administering the collective 
agreements. At present, there are 
many similar overlapping provisions 
in the two collective agreements, and 
it makes sense to cover these in one 
set of negotiations and avoid the 
duplication of negotiating the same 
provisions separately for the two 
existing units. When SABU was 
certified, QUFA had suggested one 
joint committee to administer both the 
FLABU and SABU Agreements 
(JCAA), but the Administration at the 
time insisted on two separate JCAAs. 
The two JCAAs meet monthly, and 
many of the same personnel are 
involved in both meetings. Given the 
workload pressures on the QUFA 
volunteers and staff who serve on the 
JCAAs, moving to one combined 
JCAA is appealing.    
 
No matter what the outcome of the 
ongoing discussions regarding 
bargaining unit amalgamation, the 
next round of bargaining will differ 
significantly from past rounds. Both 
collective agreements expire on the 
same date (30 April 2008), and for 
the first time since certification we will 
be negotiating both contracts in the 
same time frame. Bargaining for the 
new agreements will commence in 
December 2007, and QUFA is 
already beginning the process of 
planning and preparing for the 
negotiations. In the upcoming 
months, we will be canvassing the 
membership to hear your concerns 
and establish our bargaining 
priorities.  
 
Employment Systems Review 
 
After long delays on the part of the 
Administration, the Employment 
Systems Review (ESR) that was 

http://www.qufa.ca/
mailto:mayr@post.queensu.ca
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 Salary Floors: new minimums and 

agreed to in bargaining in early 2005 
is at last moving forward. In particular, 
this review will focus on ways of 
improving equity and fairness in 
personnel processes and 
employment practices. This includes 
concerns with regard to workplace 
bullying and intimidation, more and 
more instances of which are being 
drawn to our attention by members. 
Currently, the ESR joint committee is 
selecting a consultant to undertake 
the review.  
 
Assessment of Teaching 
 
The third joint committee is reviewing 
methods for the assessment of 
teaching and has been hard at work 
for many months. As part of its work, 
the committee has developed a new 
instrument as an 
alternative to the 
current USAT method 
for assessing the 
effectiveness of 
teaching. The 
committee hopes to 
be able to pilot this 
new instrument in a 
sample of courses 
later this term.   
 
Pension Plan  
 
At the end of N
senior administration conven
meeting with representatives of all th
employee groups on campus. T
University’s actuarial consultant 
reviewed the various strategies a
proposed changes to the Plan that 
have been considered over the past
two years. It now appears that the 
University’s chief concern is not so 
much with the current unfunded 
liability in the Plan, but rather with
longer term potential risk that this 
liability could mushroom and 
significantly increase the amo
additional money that the University 
would be required by the regulators to
contribute to the Plan. In early 
January, the QUFA Executive m
with the actuarial consultant with 
whom QUFA has been working on

the pension issue to review the 
information provided at the Nove
meeting and to prepare for the next 
meeting with the Administration. We 
had been expecting the 
Administration to call ano
in January, but to date they have not 
done so.   
 
Y
have been advised to prepare for a 
potential four percent cut in operatin
budgets for 2007-2008. Contrary to 
some rumours that seem to be 
circulating, these cuts have noth
do with the Pension Plan issue. 
Rather, they stem from the fact th
Queen’s is receiving less of the new 
provincial funding to the post-
secondary education sector th
been initially anticipated. If the 

University is required to increas
contributions to the Pension Plan to 
amortize an increase in the unfunded
liability, I have been informed that the 
contributions will not be financed out 
of the operating budget. 
 
A
or comments regarding these issues 
or about the Association more 
generally, please do not hesitat
contact myself or other members of 
the Executive or staff. 
 
J
holmesj@post.queensu.ca. 
 
D
these issues? Send a letter to the 
editor to mayr@post.queensu.ca. 
 

M

A Warm Welcome 
to Sessional 
Adjunct Members 
Starting This Term! 
 
B
Member Services Of

 
W
make your teaching time 
as a Sessional Adjunct at 
the University as pleasant 
and productive as 
 that end, here is so

useful information. 
  
Yo
new collective 
agreement was
negotiated betwe
QUFA and Queen’s 
University on behalf o
Sessional Adjuncts 
effective 1 May 2006 
to 30 April 2008. You 
should already have 
received a copy in CD
form (print format 
available upon 
request). Reque

copies of the CA should be made to 
Jackie Cleary at the Faculty Relations
office (

possible. T

As part of its work, the [assessment joint committee] 
has developed a new instrument as an alternative 

to the current USAT method for assessing the 
effectiveness of teaching. The committee hopes to 
be able to pilot this new instrument in a sample of 

courses later this term. 

Jackie.Cleary@queensu
 
Y
copy of the current collective 
agreement at http://www.qufa
and other information for Sessionals 
at 
http
  
He
know about, some with information
about how they have been improved
upon from the former collective 
agreement: 
 
•

now standardized (salary and 

mailto:holmesj@post.queensu.ca
mailto:mayr@post.queensu.ca
mailto:Jackie.Cleary@queensu.ca
mailto:Jackie.Cleary@queensu.ca
http://www.qufa.ca/ca/
http://www.qufa.ca/groups/sessional/
http://www.qufa.ca/groups/sessional/
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benefit related details are found 
in Article 29)  

• Continuing and Distance Studies 
(CDS): minimum stipends now 
standardized  

• Years of Experience (YOE): now 
figures into stipend calculation  

• Extra Enrolment: increase in floor 
stipend  

• Commuting Expenses (for 
Members who live 75 km or 
farther from campus): now 
standardized (Appendix F)  
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• Additional Duties: nature and 
compensation must be stipulated 
in appointment letter  

• Salary in Lieu of Benefits: raised to 
6%  

• Childcare Expenses: can be 
submitted 1 February only each 
year for the prior calendar year, 
please see 
http://www.hr.queensu.ca/benefit
s/fbp-child.php  

• Fund for Scholarly and 
Professional Development: 15 
February deadline this term, 
application at 
http://www.queensu.ca/vpac/doca
ndrep.html  

• Professional Expense 
Reimbursements (PER): submit 
once each term, check with 
department or faculty about date 
and details  

• Evaluation: new forms for use by 
department/faculty Head 
(Appendix E)  

• Employment Insurance (EI): hours 
reported on ROE at 200 per half 
(0.5) course, member can appeal 
for higher if appropriate  

• Intellectual Property (IP): Members 
own IP developed while 
employed at Queen’s (Article 14)  

  
Many of these details will have been 
included in your letter of appointment 
as well. Do not hesitate to contact us 
at QUFA if you have any questions or 
concerns. 
 
Ramneek Pooni can be reached at 
poonir@post.queensu.ca. 
 

TREASURER’S VOICE 

Your QUFA Dues 
at Work 
 
By Ken Ko 
Treasurer, QUFA 
 

Standard QUFA financial 
statements report on how 
funds are spent, but they 
often do not provide a 
direct picture of the 

activities and services being 
supported--activities and services 
important to the Membership. This 
article highlights the dominant 
activities supported by QUFA dues in 
2005-2006, the cost-effectiveness of 
in-house services, and upcoming 
budgetary needs.   
 
Using the best estimates, activities 
and services supported by QUFA 
dues were roughly divided as follows: 
30% for OCUFA and CAUT fees, 
30% for grievance work, and 20% for 
bargaining and ongoing 
administration of the collective 
agreements. OCUFA and CAUT are 
umbrella organizations working on 
issues important to all academic 
workers (e.g., intellectual property, 
and academic freedom) and provide 
other services and benefits, such as 
legal advice, research data, and 
financial assistance for the 
certification of the sessional 
bargaining unit. Most of the funds 

spent on external consultants and 
counsel (about 2%) were also 
associated with grievance and 
bargaining. Clearly, over 50% of the 
dues (or 70% of the funds if OCUFA 
and CAUT fees were not counted) 
are used for grievance and 
bargaining, and this will likely climb in 
the coming years.   
 
Despite the costs incurred for 
grievance and bargaining, QUFA’s in-
house model for supporting and 
delivering these services has been 
cost-effective. The same services, if 
acquired externally, can easily be 
worth double the amount spent.  For 
example, the $220,000 spent for 
grievance is estimated to cost 
$350,000 or more externally for 
lawyers, mediators, and arbitrators. A 
large part of the cost-effectiveness 
also comes from the valuable work 
contributed by the volunteers on the 
various committees.   
 
In the next 1-3 years, QUFA will be 
facing other taxing challenges: 
staffing to meet a growing 
membership and workload, 
succession planning, and 
simultaneous bargaining for two 
collective agreements.   
 
Ken Ko can be reached at 
kok@biology.queensu.ca. 
 
Do you have an opinion about QUFA 
dues? Send a letter to the editor to 
mayr@post.queensu.ca. 

http://www.hr.queensu.ca/benefits/fbp-child.php
http://www.hr.queensu.ca/benefits/fbp-child.php
http://www.queensu.ca/vpac/docandrep.html
http://www.queensu.ca/vpac/docandrep.html
mailto:poonir@post.queensu.ca
mailto:kok@biology.queensu.ca
mailto:mayr@post.queensu.ca
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ON THE WEB 

QUFA Comments 
on FIPPA 
 
By Ramneek Pooni 
Member Services Officer, QUFA 
 

Until 10 June 2006, 
Ontario universities 
were exempted from 
the Freedom of 
Information and 

Protection of Privacy Act (FIPPA). 
Universities are now included under 
this legislation, and it is important that 
you know about it. FIPPA legislation 
regulates how records (electronic, 
tape, and paper) are collected, 
archived, and destroyed. It also 
regulates who has access to these 
records and how. Some records are 
excluded under this act. 
  
Queen’s University 
  
Queen’s has created a Web site to 
answer many of your questions: 
http://www.queensu.ca/accessandpriv
acy/ 
  
The Queen’s guidelines themselves 
can be viewed at: 
http://www.queensu.ca/accessandpriv
acy/forms/FIPPA%20Guidelines.pdf  
  
To contact Queen’s Access and 
Privacy Coordinator with questions 
not answered in the Web sites above, 
please go to: 
http://www.queensu.ca/accessandpriv
acy/contact.php 
  
QUFA 
  
While FIPPA does not apply to trade 
unions or associations that represent 
employees of an institution, QUFA is 
being prudent in paralleling the 
University’s policies and procedures 
should we be included partially or 
fully in the future. To that end, QUFA 
has adopted a Privacy Protection 
Rationale and a Privacy Policy that 
have now been vetted by legal 

counsel in accordance with 
recommendations 1 and 2 of the 
Rationale. QUFA is now in the 
process of developing a records 
management system and records 
request system in accordance with 
recommendations 2 and 3 of the 
Rationale. 
  
You can find the Policy and Rationale 
at: 
http://www.qufa.ca/files/pdf/2007/FIP
PA_Jan_2007.pdf
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Ramneek Pooni can be reached at 
poonir@post.queensu.ca. 
  
In the next number of QUFA Voices, 
Gillian Barlow will expand on QUFA’s 
position on FIPPA. Watch for it in 
March.  
 
FYI 

QUFA Approves 
Tuition Policy 
Statement 
 
By Elaine Berman 
Administrative Officer, QUFA 

 
QUFA's Executive and 
Council have approved 
a statement on tuition 
policy at their 
December 2006 

meetings: 
 
“QUFA supports high quality 
public education that is financially 
accessible to all potential students, 
and which provides fair 
remuneration for faculty and staff 
based on a reasonable workload.”  
 
This statement was approved by the 
QUFA Executive Committee on 4 
December 2006. It was approved by 
the QUFA Council of Representatives 
on 13 December 2006. 
 
Elaine Berman can be reached at 
qufa@post.queensu.ca. 
 

FYI 

QUFA Comments 
on Workload 
Standards 
 
By Ramneek Pooni 
Member Services Officer, QUFA 
 

Each academic unit 
must have a workload 
standard that 
addresses all academic 
responsibilities of 

members, ensures equity in assigning 
these responsibilities, and ensures 
that Senate requirements regarding 
the academic program are met. The 
standard must be properly approved 
by both the members of the unit and 
the Dean. This provision and other 
details are found as Article 37 of the 
Faculty, Librarians and Archivists 
Collective Agreement 2005-2008. 
  
QUFA’s hope is to provide you with 
access to the most up-to-date 
workload standards across campus. If 
you believe the workload standard on 
this Web site for your unit is out of 
date, please alert us and/or send us a 
copy of the current standard, and we 
will follow up with the Faculty 
Relations Office. 
  
QUFA also hopes that your unit’s 
standard addresses your unit’s 
workload issues as well as possible. 
To that end, we have developed a list 
of issues that you might wish to 
consider in developing and updating 
your standards. This is a starting 
point only, not a comprehensive list, 
but it does include ideas from 
workload standards around the world. 
  
If you have any questions or 
comments about this statement, 
please contact QUFA at 
qufa@post.queensu.ca. 
 
Do you have an opinion about any of 
these issues? Send a letter to the 
editor to mayr@post.queensu.ca. 

http://www.queensu.ca/accessandprivacy/
http://www.queensu.ca/accessandprivacy/
http://www.queensu.ca/accessandprivacy/forms/FIPPA%20Guidelines.pdf
http://www.queensu.ca/accessandprivacy/forms/FIPPA%20Guidelines.pdf
http://www.queensu.ca/accessandprivacy/contact.htm
http://www.queensu.ca/accessandprivacy/contact.htm
http://www.qufa.ca/files/pdf/2007/FIPPA_Jan_2007.pdf
http://www.qufa.ca/files/pdf/2007/FIPPA_Jan_2007.pdf
mailto:poonir@post.queensu.ca
mailto:qufa@post.queensu.ca
mailto:qufa@post.queensu.ca
mailto:mayr@post.queensu.ca
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IN THE NEWS 

New Provincial 
LIFT Award Will 
Reward Teaching 
Excellence 
 
By Sheamus Murphy and Tanya 
Blazina, Ministry of Training, 
Colleges, and Universities 
 

The following is a 
press release from 
the Ontario Ministry 
of Training, Colleges, 
and Universities. 
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The McGuinty government has 
opened nominations for the new 
Leadership in Faculty Teaching 
(LIFT) Award to recognize teaching 
excellence at Ontario’s colleges and 
universities, Chris Bentley, Minister of 
Training, Colleges and Universities, 
announced today. 
 
“Faculty who go the extra mile to 
provide college and university 
students with an outstanding learning 
experience should be recognized for 
their teaching efforts,” Bentley said.  
“That’s why our government is 
promoting teaching excellence by 
encouraging students and faculty to 
nominate the best teachers for the 
first annual LIFT Award.” 
 
The nominations for the LIFT Award 
open today and will close 28 
February 2007. Students and faculty 
can learn more about the awards and 
download a nomination package at 
http://www.ontario.ca/facultyawards. 
 
Up to 100 of Ontario’s best faculty will 
be honoured each year with the 
Leadership in Faculty Teaching 
Award. Winners will receive $20,000 
over two years to encourage 
continued excellence in the 
classroom setting.   
 

Creating a new award to promote 
teaching excellence in the 
postsecondary education system is 
the latest way the McGuinty 
government is working to provide 
increased quality and opportunity for 
Ontario’s students. Other initiatives 
include: 
 
• Establishing the new arm’s-length 

Higher Education Quality Council 
of Ontario to support continued 
quality improvement in 
postsecondary education, monitor 
the student access guarantee, 
and provide greater accountability 
at colleges and universities 

• Providing increased funding to 
Ontario’s colleges and 
universities to hire new faculty 
and staff and increase 
student/faculty interaction 

• Improving student services and 
access to enhanced libraries, 
laboratories and equipment for 
hands-on learning. 

 
Under the Reaching Higher Plan, the 
Ontario government is making a 
historic $6.2 billion multi-year 
investment to support postsecondary 
education--the largest in 40 years--to 
improve access and quality at 
Ontario’s colleges and universities. 
 
“Our goal is to recognize and support 
the importance of teaching in 
Ontario’s universities and colleges as 
part of our drive for improved quality,” 
said Bentley. “This new provincial 
teaching award for college and 
university faculty underlines the value 
we place on teaching excellence in 
our postsecondary classrooms.”  
 
Sheamus Murphy can be reached at 
the Office of the Minister of Training, 
Colleges, and Universities at 416-
325-7215. 
 
Tanya Blazina can be reached at the 
Communications Branch of the 
Ministry of Training, Colleges, and 
Universities at 416-325-2746. 
 
 

QUFA OPINIONS 

On 
Comprehensive 
Examinations 
(Part 2 of 3) 
 
By Leda Raptis 
Department of Microbiology and 
Immunology 
Department of Pathology 
 

In the first part of her 
article on 
Comprehensive 
Examinations, 
published in the 

December 2006 number of QUFA 
Voices, Leda Raptis presented her 
view of the general philosophy behind 
comprehensive examinations. This 
month, Raptis outlines and 
challenges several rationales for 
keeping comprehensive examinations 
as part of Ph.D. programs. 
 
Four Objectives for Including 
Comprehensive Examinations in 
Ph.D. Programs 
 
By consulting various graduate 
programs’ Web sites and speaking to 
a number of graduate coordinators in 
different departments in Canada and 
the United States, I have formulated 
what seem to be the four main 
objectives for keeping comprehensive 
examinations as part of Ph.D. 
programs: 
 
1. To serve as a screening tool (i.e., 

to “weed out” students who may 
not have the capacity to 
complete a Ph.D. program. 

 
This rationale begs several questions. 
What are the overall objectives of this 
kind of evaluation? Are they merely to 
see if students know the material 
deeply or comprehensively? How do 
departments know that this evaluation 
is accurate? The truth of the matter is 
that departments can only see how 

http://www.ontario.ca/facultyawards
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effective an evaluation is from what 
happens after the comprehensive 
examinations process is over, how 
students perform in whatever the 
purpose of the course was, how they 
do as graduate students, how they do 
on their thesis defence, how well they 
perform as postdoctoral candidates. 
That is, if students who fail the 
comprehensive examinations 
subsequently go on to perform very 
well in other components of the Ph.D. 
program and professional life, it 
stands to reason that the 
comprehensive examination 
evaluation process itself is flawed. 
 

 
© 2007 Queen’s University Faculty Association (QUFA) www.qufa.ca 
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It is extremely difficult to assess 
students in a truly 
comprehensive way 
because there are 
several levels of 
learning, each with a 
different degree of 
requirement to 
integrate and 
combine material f
many different 
sources: 
 
• Lower-Level 

Learning. In 
lower-level 
learning, students 
attend a set number of lectures 
for a course and then attempt a 
midterm examination. In this 
case, evaluation is 
straightforward, and especially if 
the examination is multiple-
choice, there is no discretionary 
factor of any kind from the 
instructor; even a computer can 
do the marking.  

 
• Higher-Level Learning. In higher-

level learning, students will 
research some topic assigned by 
the instructor and produce an 
essay or term paper on that 
subject. In this case, evaluation is 
far more challenging because it 
involves a higher degree of 
interaction and judgement on the 
part of the instructor. Students 
rarely get zero, since something 

in their paper is bound to be 
correct, but they rarely get 100%, 
since, let’s face it, no one’s 
perfect.   

  
The higher the level of learning, the 
more difficult the evaluation becomes, 
and the range of marks shrinks. 
 
If comprehensive examinations are 
supposed to be truly comprehensive 
(i.e., to assess accurately students’ 
knowledge of the broadest possible 
range of material in their subject 
area), then unfortunately their value 
as a screening tool is very low. The 
examining value of questions 
designed to see what students know 

(e.g., asking questions about material 
that may be trivial to students, just to 
see how well they can answer those 
questions), is highly questionable.  
 
While there may be merit in 
examining students’ ability to 
combine and recall a broad range of 
material, if the material is totally 
undefined, then the whole process 
runs the risk of appearing arbitrary 
and unfair. Such a perception of 
unfairness leaves departments open 
to criticism or even to litigation. 
  
2. To enable students to learn a 

range of material broader than 
their main area of specialization. 

 
Breadth is every bit as important as 
depth, but there may be far more 
effective ways to encourage breadth 

other than comprehensive 
examinations.  
 
Collaboration, for example, is 
particularly useful in the sciences in 
encouraging both depth and breadth 
of analysis. Many science instructors 
will pair two graduate students with 
differing backgrounds, experiences, 
and abilities together to complete a 
project for publication. By drawing 
from each other’s knowledge and 
insights, both students gain valuable 
experience in a collaborative setting. 
 
Alternatively, the instructor may 
choose to pair a senior Ph.D. student 
with a junior Ph.D. student who is 

less familiar with the 
project at hand. This 
process enables the 
senior student to gain 
valuable teaching or 
mentoring experience 
which will serve him 
or her well in a future 
teaching career, and i
enables the junior 
student to benefit 
from the knowledge 
and experience of the 
senior student. The 
junior student learns 
how to ask the right 

questions, how to work effectively as 
a team, how to apply different and 
more advanced techniques, etc. He 
or she develops problem-solving 
skills, research skills, drive, patience, 
perseverance, dexterity, etc. A set of 
comprehensive examinations could 
never come close to assessing these 
crucial aptitudes and skills.  

It is extremely difficult to assess students in a truly 
comprehensive way because there are several 
levels of learning, each with a different degree 

of requirement to integrate and combine 
material from many different sources. . . . 

  
3. To see if students can “think” (i.e., 

solve problems).   
 
Problem-solving is a very important 
skill, but it takes time. Speed is not 
the most important consideration in 
the case of solving science problems, 
and yet comprehensive examinations 
require students to perform a large 
number of problem-solving tasks in a 
relatively short space of time. 
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The solution to a scientific problem is 
just as correct and useful whether it 
was arrived at in two seconds, two 
minutes, two hours, or two days. To 
examine problem-solving ability 
accurately and effectively, students 
should be given a concrete problem 
and an appropriate length of time to 
solve it.  
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For example, a take-home 
examination may very well be a more 
effective way than a comprehensive 
examination to measure students’ 
problem-solving abilities because the 
former kind of examination eliminates 
the artificial and often frustrating 
constraint of time. 
 
4. To provide students with a 

genuinely valuable learning 
experience:   

 
Very few Ph.D. students have happy 
or positive memories of their 
comprehensive examinations. The 
pressure, the cramming, the threat of 
failure, the imminent humiliation, etc. 
make the experience a traumatic 
ordeal rather than a genuinely 
valuable learning experience for the 
vast majority of students.  
 
Far more beneficial to students are 
academic experiences that fit into 
some larger and useful context, or 
those experiences which produce 
results of which they can be proud 
(e.g., a publication in a prestigious 
journal).  
 
Conclusions 
 
Certainly, some critics will argue that 
good students will do well in their 
comprehensive examinations no 
matter what, while weaker ones will 
inevitably have problems. A 
comprehensive examination, 
however, is not supposed to be an IQ 
test, where subjects are supposed to 
have the same IQ whether they are 5 
or 85 years old, regardless of their 
education level or effort. 
 

The ultimate purpose behind 
comprehensive examinations is to 
raise students’ level of knowledge 
about their subject area by providing 
them with guidelines on what material 
to study and by defining the material 
as clearly as possible. 
 
The unwritten fact is that many 
examiners will ask questions from 
whatever their own field is, or from 
whatever subject area they happen to 
teach, because this material is what 
they personally feel is most important. 
Does it not seem unreasonable, 
however, for students to have to 
guess at their examiners’ specific 
fields and interests, which may very 
well be highly eccentric and of very 
limited ultimate usefulness to them?  
 
One of the most significant 
challenges to developing a useful 
comprehensive examination is 
deciding where in the universe of 
knowledge to put the bar. What limits 
must be placed on the putative 
comprehensiveness of the 
comprehensive examination so it 
becomes an effective evaluative tool 
rather than an ill-defined and 
unbounded exercise in futility?  
 
Of course, no exam can be defined 
perfectly, but even the best students 
will benefit from the intercession of 
insightful and sympathetic 
supervisors or committee-members 
who are willing to take the time to 
ensure that the parameters of the 
comprehensive examinations are set 
down as clearly and as 
comprehensibly as possible. 
 
In the last part of her article, Raptis 
will offer some final thoughts about 
comprehensive examinations. Watch 
for it in the next number of QUFA 
Voices. 
 
Leda Raptis can be reached at 
raptisl@post.queensu.ca. 
 
Do you have an opinion about this 
article? Write a letter to the editor to 
mayr@post.queensu.ca. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

The QUFA Bullhorn 
 
Sir John Sulston will be 
QUFA’s 2007 Annual 
Lecturer on Academic 
Freedom 
 

 
www.sanger.ac.uk

Sir John Sulston 
 
Sir John Sulston, Nobel Prize winner 
in 2002 in Physiology or Medicine for 
his shared work in Genomics, will be 
speaking twice at Queen's on 19 and 
20 March 2007. 
 
He will be presenting QUFA’s 2007 
Annual Lecture on Academic 
Freedom, “Genetics and Society: 
What is Science For?”, a talk on the 
Human Genome Project and the 
need for open research in global 
medicine, on Monday 19 March 2007 
from 4.30 pm to 6.00 pm in 
Etherington Hall. 
 
Dr Sulston will also give a 
retrospective on his scientific career, 
entitled “From Worm Cells to the 
Human Genome,” on Tuesday 20 
March 2007 in Room 1101, 
Biosciences Complex, from 12.30 pm 
to 1.30 pm. 
 
John Sulston, FRS, graduated from 
the University of Cambridge in 1963, 
took a PhD in 1966, and was then a 
postdoctoral researcher at the Salk 
Institute for Biological Studies. In 

mailto:raptisl@post.queensu.ca
mailto:mayr@post.queensu.ca
http://www.sanger.ac.uk/
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1969, he moved to the MRC 
Laboratory of Molecular Biology. 
There, he worked on the biology of 
the nematode, Caenorhabditis 
elegans, studying particularly its cell 
lineage and its genome. A 
collaboration between his group and 
that of Bob Waterston (Washington 
University, St Louis) produced one of 
the earliest genome maps, and in 
1990 they went on to sequence it, 
completing the task in 1998. It was 
the first animal genome to be 
sequenced. Concurrently, he became 
involved in the Human Genome 
Project as founder director of the 
Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute from 
1992 to 2000. He is now Vice-Chair 
of the UK Human Genetics 
Commission. In 2002, he co-authored 
with Georgina Ferry The Common 
Thread, an account of the science, 
politics, and ethics of this enterprise.  
He shared the Nobel Prize in 
Physiology or Medicine in 2002. 
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Enter the QUFA Poster Contest! 
 

 
Robert G. May 

 
What does QUFA mean to you? 
Design a poster advertising the 
services of the Queen’s University 
Faculty Association, and you could 
win a prize! Your poster will appear in 
a future issue of QUFA Voices and on 
office doors and bulletin boards 
throughout campus! 

Send your poster and/or slogan 
submission to 
qufa@post.queensu.ca. 
 
Come Out and Socialise at QUFA 
Pub Evenings! 
 

Every second week, 
members of QUFA get 
together in the 
Henderson Lounge at 
the Grad Club from 

4.30 pm to 6.00 pm for QUFA Pub 
evenings. 
 
Come on out for a drink, something to 
eat, and some stimulating 
conversation with your fellow QUFA 
members! 
 
QUFA Pub evenings will now take 
place on different evenings of the 
week to enable even more people to 
participate. 
 
Here are the tentative dates for 
QUFA Pub evenings this term: 
 
• Thursday 11 January 2007 
• Friday 26 January 2007 
• Monday 12 February 2007 
• Tuesday 27 February 2007 
• Wednesday 14 March 2007 
• Thursday 29 March 2007 
• Friday 13 April 2007 
 
The first 20 QUFA members to show 
up get a free drink on QUFA! Look for 
your host wearing a QUFA button. 
 
Contribute to the Next Number of 
QUFA Voices! 

 
The deadline for 
submissions to the next 
number of QUFA Voices 
is: 
 

31 March 2007 
 
Please send your submissions to 
mayr@post.queensu.ca. Let your 
QUFA voice be heard! 
 

Get Involved with the Positive Space 
Program! 
 

 
Positive Space Program 

 
Have you seen these stickers round 
campus? Have you been wondering 
about the Positive Space Program 
and what it does? 
 
The purpose of the Positive Space 
Program is to identify and encourage 
the development of positive spaces 
within the Queen's community.  
 
Positive spaces are locations in which 
sexual and gender identity is affirmed 
and individuals can receive support 
and information on lesbian, gay, 
bisexual, trans, and queer (LGBTQ) 
issues. 
 
Would you like to participate in the 
Program? Come to an Information 
Session! Information Sessions are 
scheduled for the following dates this 
term: 
 
• Thursday 15 February 2007, 

12.00 pm - 2.00 pm. 
• Wednesday 16 May 2007, 12.00 

pm - 2.00 pm. 
 

mailto:qufa@post.queensu.ca
mailto:mayr@post.queensu.ca
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To attend an Information Session, 
just complete the online questionnaire 
at: 

 
© 2007 Queen’s University Faculty Association (QUFA) www.qufa.ca 

http://www.queensu.ca/humanrights/q
uestionnaire.htm. Further details 
about the Session will then be 
forwarded to you.  
 
Positive Space does make a 
difference! 
 
Send your QUFA-related 
announcements to 
mayr@post.queensu.ca. 
 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

The QUFA Forum 
 

A Pessimistic 
Future for 
Curiosity-Based 
Research? 
 

The Editor: 
 
Helen Tiffin asked in the fourth 
annual QUFA Lecture on Academic 
Freedom, "Is there a future for 
curiosity-based research?". She 
argued that there is not. Whether they 
be in the arts or the sciences, the bell 
tolls for those who propose curiosity-
based research. Are her arguments 
sound? One might reply that, if steps 
to remedy the problems she identified 
are not taken, then the future may tell 
us. However, her question has been 
asked and argued time and again for 
many decades. Steps to remedy the 
problem have been few. Steps to 
intensify the problem have been 
many. So, for these past 
questionings, the future has already 
arrived. The answers are in. It seems 
likely that the arguments of the past 
were sound and no longer must we 
wait for a future proof. 
 
This leads to certain inferences that 
are far from politically correct. "Is he 
or she fundable?" is a frequent 
question asked about prospective 
appointments. Since curiosity-based 
research is usually less likely to get 
funding than mission-based research, 

we can presume that the composition 
of the Queen's professoriate has 
been progressively depleted of the 
curious and has been progressively 
expanded with the pragmatic.  
 
I would go further and assert that, by 
and large, it takes the curious to 
recognize the curious. A pragmatic 
professoriate is a professoriate less 
likely to recognize the curious in the 
first place. So now, the curious do not 
even get short-listed. The 
degeneration of the professoriate has 
a built-in multiplier. The curious are 
not around you and they are certainly 
not on the committees that review 
grant applications. The curious have 
become an endangered species. 
Look around at your next department 
meeting, but don't stare at anyone too 
long after they have made a less than 
insightful comment. And be not 
surprised when you next find your taxi 
driver making an insightful comment. 
Ask not for whom the bell tolls. 
 
Donald Forsdyke  

ON THE WEB 

QUFA Has an 
Online 
Presence! 
 
Be sure to visit the QUFA Web 
site, which contains complete 
and regularly updated 
information on everything you 
need to know about your faculty 
association. 
 
 
• Copies of Collective 

Agreements 
• Bargaining Updates 
• Information for Prospective 

Faculty 
• Information for Faculty, 

Librarians, and Archivists 
• Information for Sessional 

Adjuncts 
• Information on Pensions 
• Information for Retirees 
• Schedule of Workshops and 

Events 
• Copies of QUFA Publications 
• Information on QUFA 

Governance 
• Interesting Links 
• Complete Contact 

Information 
 
. . . and more! 

Professor Emeritus 
Department of Biochemistry 
 
Please send your letters to the editor 
to mayr@post.queensu.ca. 
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Helen Tiffin gave the annual QUFA 
Lecture on Academic Freedom on 7 
November 2006. 

http://www.queensu.ca/humanrights/questionnaire.htm
http://www.queensu.ca/humanrights/questionnaire.htm
mailto:mayr@post.queensu.ca
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